Our aim in this paper is to investigate the existence and uniqueness of the positive solutions and the asymptotic behavior of the equilibrium points of the fuzzy difference equation
Introduction
Because of the necessity for some techniques that can be used in mathematical models describing the real world phenomenon, nonlinear difference equation have been studied in the fields of population biology, economics, probability theory, genetics, psychology etc., (see, e.g., [4, 10, 21, 22, 25] and the references therein). In recent years, with the dramatically development of computer-based computational techniques, difference equation is found to be much appropriate mathematical representation for computer simulation and experiment (see, e.g., [9, [26] [27] [28] [29] and the references therein). However, in view of the facts that the information of the difference equation model to describe many practical problems is incomplete and the fuzzy set theory is a powerful tool for modeling uncertainty and for processing vague or subjective information in mathematical model, it is more interesting to investigate the behavior of solutions of a system of fuzzy difference equation where the parameters and the initial values are fuzzy numbers and its solutions are sequences of fuzzy numbers (see, e.g., [1, 7, 11, 12, [15] [16] [17] [18] and the references therein).
Making a historical flash back for the equation we study in this paper, we should mention that in 1996, Deeba et al. [6] studied the first order difference equation x n+1 = wx n + q, n = 0, 1, · · · , where x n is a sequence of fuzzy numbers and x 0 , q, w are fuzzy numbers, which arise in population genetics. Moreover, Deeba and Korvin [5] studied the following second order linear fuzzy difference equation C n+1 = C n − abC n−1 + m, n = 0, 1, · · · , where C n is a sequence of fuzzy numbers and a, b, m, C 0 , C 1 are fuzzy numbers. This equation is a linearized model of a nonlinear model which determines the carbon dioxide (CO2) level in the blood. In 2003, Papaschinopoulos and Stefanidou [20] studied the existence, the uniqueness, the boundedness and persistence of the positive solutions of the following fuzzy difference equation
, n = 0, 1, · · · , where k ∈ {1, 2, · · ·} , the parameters A i , i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , k} are positive fuzzy numbers, the parameters p i , i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , k} are positive real constants and the initial values x i , i ∈ {−k, −k + 1, · · · , 0} are positive fuzzy numbers. Moreover, in 2006, they [24] considered the periodicity of the positive solutions of the following max-type fuzzy difference equation Recently, Zhang et al. [33] studied the existence, asymptotic behavior of the positive solutions of a fuzzy nonlinear difference equation
where {x n } is a sequence of positive fuzzy number, A, B are positive fuzzy numbers and the initial conditions x −1 , x 0 are positive fuzzy numbers. Moreover, in 2014, Zhang et al [34] continuously dealt with the existence, the boundedness and the asymptotic behavior of the positive solutions for a first order fuzzy Ricatti difference equation
where {x n } is a sequence of positive fuzzy numbers, A, B and the initial value x 0 are positive fuzzy numbers.
More recently, in 2015, Zhang et al. [32] investigated the boundedness, persistence and global behavior of a positive fuzzy solution of the third-order rational fuzzy difference equation
where A and initial values x 0 , x −1 , x −2 are positive fuzzy numbers. In 2017, Khastan [13] considered the existence, uniqueness and global behavior of the solution for the following two inequivalent fuzzy difference equations
Motivated by the discussions above, this paper aims at studying the existence and uniqueness of the positive solutions and the asymptotic behavior of the equilibrium points of the following five-order fuzzy nonlinear difference equation
where {x n } is a sequence of positive fuzzy numbers, A, B, C, D and the initial conditions x −4 , x −3 , x −2 , x −1 , x 0 are positive fuzzy numbers. When the parameters and the initial values are positive real numbers, Wang et al. [30] considered the global attractivity of the equilibrium point, and the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the difference equation (1.1). This paper is arranged as follows: in Section 2, we give some definitions and preliminary results. The main results and their proofs are given in Section 3. Finally, some numerical simulations are given to illustrate our theoretical analysis.
Preliminaries and notations
For the convenience of the readers, we give the following definitions and preliminary results, see [2, 3, 8, 14, 23] .
Definition 2.1. For a set B we denote byB the closure of B. We say that a function A : R → [0, 1] is a fuzzy number if it satisfies the following properties (i) A is normal, i.e., there exists x ∈ R such that A(x) = 1;
(ii) A is a fuzzy convex, i.e., A(tx
Let us denote by R f the set of all fuzzy numbers. For α ∈ (0, 1] and A ∈ R f , we denote α-cuts of fuzzy number A by 
, and λ ∈ R, the sum µ + ν, the scalar product λµ, multiplication uν and division u ν in the standard interval arithmetic (SIA) setting are defined by
Definition 2.2. Let u, v be fuzzy numbers with
Then we define the metric on the fuzzy numbers set as follows
where sup is taken for all α ∈ [0, 1]. Then (R f , D) is a complete metric space. For future use we definê 0 ∈ R f as0 
has a unique solution {(x i ,y j )} +∞, +∞ i=−k,j=−l .
Definition 2.4.
A point (x,ȳ) ∈ I x × I y is called an equilibrium point of system (2.1) if
That is, (x n , y n ) = (x,ȳ) for n 0 is the solution of difference system (2.1), or equivalently, (x,ȳ) is a fixed point of the vector map (f, g). Definition 2.5. Assume that (x,ȳ) is an equilibrium point of the system (2.1). Then, we have (i) An equilibrium point (x,ȳ) is called locally stable, if for every ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that for any initial conditions
(iii) An equilibrium point (x,ȳ) is called asymptotically stable, if it is stable, and is also attractor.
(iv) An equilibrium point (x,ȳ) is called unstable, if it is not locally stable.
Definition 2.6. Let (x,ȳ) be an equilibrium point of the vector map
where f and g are continuously differentiable functions at (x,ȳ). The linearized system of (2.1) about the equilibrium point (x,ȳ) is X n+1 = F(X n ) = F j · X n , where F J is the Jacobian matrix of the system (2.1) about (x,ȳ) and
Definition 2.7. let p, q, s, t be four nonnegative integers such that p + q = n,
σ denotes a vector with σ-components of x. We say that the function f(
, and is monotone non-increasing in each component of
In particular, if q = 0, t = 0 , then it is said to be monotone non-decreasing in I n x × I m y .
Lemma 2.8. Assume that X(n + 1) = F(X(n)), n = 0, 1, · · · is a system of difference equations andX is the equilibrium point of this system i.e., F(X) =X. Then we have (i) If all eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix J F aboutX lie inside the open unit disk |λ| < 1, thenX is locally asymptotically stable.
(ii) If one of eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix J F aboutX has norm greater than one, thenX is unstable.
Lemma 2.9. Assume that X(n + 1) = F(X(n)), n = 0, 1, · · · , is a system of difference equations andX is the equilibrium point of this system, the characteristic polynomial of this system about the equilibrium pointX is P(λ) = a 0 λ n + a 1 λ n−1 + · · · + a n−1 λ + a n = 0, with the real coefficients and a 0 > 0. Then all roots of the polynomial P(λ) lie inside the open unit disk |λ| < 1 if and only if
where ∆ k is the principal minor of order k of the n × n matrix
Main results
First we study the existence and uniqueness of the positive solutions of (1.1), we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 ([19] ). Let f be a continuous function from R + × R + × R + into R + and A, B, C be fuzzy numbers.
Then u l, α and u r, α can be regarded as functions on (0, 1] which satisfy (i) u l, α is nondecreasing and left continuous;
(ii) u r, α is nonincreasing and left continuous;
Conversely for any functions a(α) and b(α) defined on (0, 1] which satisfy (i)-(iii) in the above, there exists a unique u ∈ R f such that u(α) = [a(α), b(α)], for any α ∈ (0, 1]. Theorem 3.3. Consider equation (1.1), where A, B, C, D are positive fuzzy numbers. Then for any positive fuzzy numbers x −4 , x −3 , x −2 , x −1 , x 0 , there exists a unique positive solution x n of (1.1) with initial conditions
Proof. Suppose that there exists a sequence of fuzzy numbers {x n } satisfying (1.1) with initial conditions
Then from (1.1), (3.1) and Lemma 3.1, it follows that
Then from Lemma 2.3 it is obvious that for any (L j,α , R j,α ), j = −4, −3, −2, −1, 0, there exists a unique solution (L n, α , R n, α ) of the systems (3.2) with initial conditions
is the solution of the system (3.2) with initial conditions (L j, α , R j, α ), j = −4, −3, −2, −1, 0 determines the solution {x n } of (1.1) with initial conditions 
We prove by mathematical induction that
From (3.4), we have that (3.5) holds for n = −4, −3, · · · , 0. Suppose that (3.5) are true for n k, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · }, then from (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), it follows that for n = k + 1
Therefore (3.5) are true. Moreover from (3.2), we have
Then since A, B, C, D, x j , j = −4, −3, −2, −1, 0 are positive fuzzy numbers, from Lemma 3.2, we have that
,α are left continuous. Thus, from (3.6) we have that L 1,α , R 1,α are also left continuous. Moreover, we can prove that L n,α , R n,α , n = 1, 2, · · · , are left continuous by mathematical induction. Now, we prove that the support of x n , Supp 
therefore from (3.6) and (3.7) we can prove that
,
from which it is obvious that
Thus, by mathematical induction we can prove that α∈(0,1] [L n,α , R n,α ] is compact and
Therefore from Lemma 3.2, relations (3.5) and (3.9), and L n,α , R n,α are left continuous, we have that [L n,α , R n,α ] determines a sequence of positive fuzzy numbers {x n } such that (1.1) holds. Now, we prove that {x n } is the solution of (1.1) with initial dates
we have that {x n } is the solution of (1.1) with initial dates x −4 , x −3 , x −2 , x −1 , x 0 . Suppose that there exists another solution {x * n } of (1.1) with initial conditions x −4 , x −3 , x −2 , x −1 , x 0 , then we can easily prove by arguing as above that
then from (3.3) and (3.10) we have that
from which it holds x n = x * n , α ∈ (0, 1], n = −4, −3, · · · , and then the proof is completed.
In the following theorem we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the equilibrium point of (1.1). If {x n } is the unique positive solution of (1.1) with the initial values x −4 , x −3 , x −2 , x −1 , x 0 such that
then we obtain that (L n,α , R n,α ) satisfies the family of systems of ordinary difference equations
In order to study the asymptotic behavior of (1.1), from (3.11), we will consider the following systems of ordinary parametric difference equations y n+1 = ay n−1 y n−2 h + dz n−3 + fz n−4 , z n+1 = bz n−1 z n−2 g + cy n−3 + ey n−4
, n = 0, 1, · · · , (3.12) where the parametric a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h are positive real constants and initial values y −4 , y −3 , y −2 , y −1 , y 0 , z −4 , z −3 , z −2 , z −1 , z 0 are also positive real constants. From Lemma 2.3, we know that the systems of ordinary parametric difference equations (3.12) have a unique solutions (y n , z n ) for any initial values. Moreover, we can easily obtain that the systems (3.12) have three equilibrium points
12) has the fourth positive equilibrium point X 4 ,
).
Theorem 3.4.
The equilibrium point X 1 of (3.12) is locally asymptotically stable.
Proof. Let F : (R + ) 4 → R + , H : (R + ) 4 → R + be multivariate function defined by
, H(z n−1 , z n−2 , y n−3 , y n−4 ) = bz n−1 z n−2 g + cy n−3 + ey n−4 , thus, we have
(3.13)
Moreover, we can easily obtain that the linearized equations of the system (3.12) about the equilibrium point X 1 is
where 
the characteristic equation with (3.14) is λ 10 = 0, since we have |λ| < 1, from Lemma 2.8, we have that the equilibrium point X 1 of (3.12) is locally asymptotically stable, and then the proof is completed.
Theorem 3.5. The equilibrium point X 2 of (3.12) is unstable.
Proof. From (3.13), we have that the linearized equations of (3.12) about the equilibrium point X 2 is
, the characteristic equation of the systems (3.15) is
It is obvious that there exists |λ| > 1 so that λ 7 (λ 3 − λ − 1) = 0, therefore, one of the roots of characteristic equation (3.16) lies outside unit disk, according to Lemma 2.8, we have that the equilibrium point X 2 of (3.12) is unstable, and then the proof is completed.
Theorem 3.6. The equilibrium point X 3 of (3.12) is unstable.
Proof. From (3.13), we have that the linearized equation of (3.12) about the equilibrium point X 3 is
, the characteristic equation of the systems (3.17) is
which is the same with (3.16), therefore the equilibrium point X 3 of (3.12) is unstable, and then the proof is completed. Proof. From (3.13), we have that the linearized equation of (3.12) about the equilibrium point X 4 is
, the characteristic equation of the systems (3.18) is
We can see that not all ∆ k > 0, k = 1, 2, · · · , 10, from Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.9, we obtain that the equilibrium point X 4 is unstable, and then the proof is completed. 
and every solution of (2.1) converges to (x,ȳ).
Proof. Using m 0 , M 0 , n 0 and N 0 as two couples of initial iterations, we construct four sequences {m i }, {M i }, {n i } and {N i } (i = 1, 2, · · · ) from the following equations
It is obvious from the mixed monotone property of f and g that the sequences {m i }, {M i }, {n i } and {N i }, possess the following monotone property
where i= 0, 1, 2, · · · , and
By the continuity of f and g, one has 
Proof. Since a = b, h = g, c = d, e = f, hence the system (3.12) is changed to y n+1 = ay n−1 y n−2 h + dz n−3 + fz n− 4 ,
f(y n ,y n−1 ,y n−2 ,y n−3 ,y n−4 ,z n ,z n−1 ,z n−2 ,z n−3 ,z −4 ) = ay n−1 y n−2 h + dz n−3 + fz n−4 , g(y n ,y n−1 ,y n−2 ,y n−3 ,y n−4 ,z n ,z n−1 ,z n−2 ,z n−3 ,z −4 ) = az n−1 z n−2 h + dy n−3 + fy n−4 .
Set f= auv h + dw + fs , g= au * v * h + dw * + fs * , we can obtain that
which implies that f and g possess a mixed monotone property.
It is obvious that m i = n i , M i = N i , i = 0, 1, · · · , then from the system (3.12) and Theorem 3.8, there
In view of 2aM 0 < h, we have h − a(m + M) > 0. Then
It follows by Theorem 3.8 that the equilibrium point (0, 0) of the system (3.12) is global attractor. The proof is therefore completed.
Next, we develop stability results for the fuzzy difference equation (1.1) in terms of the stability of the trivial solution of the ordinary difference equations (3.12) . For that purpose we introduce the following notion of stability for equation (1.1) . It is obvious that (1.1) has the trivial solution0. 
Conclusion
This paper presents the use of a variational iteration method for systems of nonlinear fuzzy difference equations. This technique is a powerful tool for solving various fuzzy difference equations and can also be applied to other nonlinear differential equations or difference equation in mathematical physics. The numerical simulations show that this method is an effective and convenient one. The variational iteration method provides an efficient method to handle the nonlinear structure. Computations are performed using the software package MATLAB 2014 (a).
In this paper, we have dealt with the dynamics behavior for a class of nonlinear high order fuzzy difference equations. Firstly, the existence and uniqueness of positive fuzzy solutions is proved. Secondly, we also obtain that the nonzero equilibrium points of the corresponding ordinary difference equations (3.12) is unstable by using linearization method. Finally, we find that the trivial solution0 of (1.1) is stable when the parameters A, B, C, D are positive trivial fuzzy numbers. In particular, some illustrative examples are given to show the effectiveness of the obtained results. In addition, the sufficient conditions that we obtained are very simple, which provide flexibility for the application and analysis of nonlinear fuzzy difference equation.
